Dedicated to anyone ho has ever felt lost in their life
We’re in this together.
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I look up in the sky

And

See

A
Butterfly

Thorns and Roses
I’m convinced life

I was convinced life

Is more Thorns than Roses:

Was more Thorns than Roses:
Until I met her

From the way he first touched me
Sharp edges digging into my palm

Soft edges molding around my own

I can still hell those scars upon me heart Her hand fits so perfectly in mine
From the time you—

Fingers curled tight, but not painful
Holding on until—

I’m convinced life
Is more Thorns than Roses:

We found the Roses within each other,
Petals of red and yellow and pink

From the way he followed me

Reaching for the sky

Sharp fingers digging into my sides

As we realize

He needed to know where I was
Needed to feel my soft flesh beneath
his—

I’m convinced life
Is more Thorns than Roses:

His lips on mine deceivingly soft
I mistook his vines for petals
As they wrapped around me slowly
Stifling as he—

Life is more Thorns than Roses
When you find the right Vine.

To Love . . .
To Love is to Destroy,

To be Loved is to be Destroyed,

To be Loved is to be Destroyed.

It is to be broken,

To Love is to Destroy,
It is to break into a person,

To let yourself fall and hope someone
will catch you.
It is to trust and hope you are not betrayed.

To push past their walls,
To watch them crumble around you.

To Love is to be Destroyed

To be molded, shaped, allowing yourself to be vulnerable

To search through the rubble,

Break into me and find the crystal at the
center,

It is to find the broken pieces of their
heart,

Shattered and broken, smashed from
those before.

To cup them in your palm and say:
To Love is to Destroy
You are Beautiful

To Love is to Destroy,
It is to crack the uncrackable safe,
To take a cannon to the immovable
wall,
To fight the dragon and take the golden
coin, proof you defeated the beast.

To be Loved is to be Destroyed.

Memories
The wind rustled through the
dry branches of the trees. Winter had
arrived on the heels of fall, blanketing
the sleepy town in fluffy white cotton.
The smoke from the chimneys disappeared as the figure walked the wellworn path into the woods.
The man moved slowly
through the woods as snow fell around
him in a light flurry, a warning for the
incoming blizzard that was making its
way across the Northeast. He’d walked
this path since he was a young boy, a
lifetime ago when the world was simpler. The silence of the falling snow
brought back memories of years of
adolescence spent in these woods.
The path bended
past a stream, the top layer frozen over
but the memories as warm as the promise of spring. He remembered he had
been adventurous in his youth, exploring under rocks and in deeper puddles,
looking for anything to capture his attention.
In summer he would spend
long days out in the stream, shorts
rolled up as he tried to catch the frogs
that hopped from stone to stone, or the
minnows that darted through the water,
always just barely out of reach. Long
days were spent out here firefly catching
and swimming in the cool, rushing water.
Fall had always been his favorite time of year, colorful boats made of
fallen leaves raced down the current as
he and Adam battled for first place. He
remembered the year Adam slipped and
fell in, the weather had just turned, and
the water was cold enough to chill a
person to the bone if they were unfortunate enough to slip, and Adam had.
He’d shared his coat with him, both

boys walking, shivering and damp as he
had waded in to help Adam out.
In winter the stream was no
less beautiful, dusted with white, the
faint sounds of running water could be
heard between the frozen shards along
the sides and he smiled against the cold
as he let the sound surround him.
Tucking his face down into his
scarf, he inhaled deeply. It was a rather
offensive garment, neon orange and
lime green, he had stolen it from Adam
during the winter of their Senior year,
claiming to be cold. He never gave it
back. Even after all those years he could
still smell the faint scent of Adam’s
cologne.
He continued his walk, passing
open clearings where he remembered
tacking Adam to the ground, arms
pinned above his head, Adam would
grin back up at him before knocking
him off and the game would continue.
More clearings and more memories of
nights laid out on picnic blankets staring up at the stars and trying to chart
constellations.
The first time he and Adam
ever went to a dance together he remembered returning here, to these
woods. Eyes filled with tears when
someone made the wrong comment,
murmured reassurances and gentle
hugs, and a night spent swaying under
the stars.
High school gave way to college and a tiny apartment filled with
warmth and laughter, a new sanctuary
not of trees and grass, but four sturdy
walls and pair of warm arms to fall into,
the smell of cinnamon wrapping around
him like a blanket.
He tucked his head down as
the wind rustled through the trees,

harder now, like it was warning him not
to go further, to return to the warmth
of the town. He carried on; head bent
in determination as he made his way
forward.
The wind reminded him of the
first time he’d met Adam’s mom, a chilly breeze had blown through the field as
they made their way to her. A ghost of a
woman, nothing more than a headstone
and quote of loving memories.
He’d promised her he’d protect him with his life.
Weekends spent in the kitchen, well, Adam spent them in the kitchen, he had spent his time stealing kisses,
distraction enough to get away with
whatever Adam was making. Adam’s
cooking was always warm and sweet,
the best incentive to rush home after
classes or work.
He had savored every moment
he was gifted until it was time to make
good on that promise. The splitsecond decision had him take the
brunt of the impact as the semi
slammed into their tiny Subaru. Now
he followed the footprints in the
fresh snow, leaving behind none of
his own.
Adam had brought him
hme. Sold the apartment and moved
back into a house that had been too
small for his family, that was now too
big for just himself.
The wind wrapped around
him as he approached Adam now,
bent over in prayer, his hair was longer and uncovered, dusted with the
new fallen snow. His face was covered in the beginnings of a beard, he
hadn’t shaved in a long time.
He sat down beside him and
took in his figure. No scarf or hat, he
wondered how Adam hadn’t frozen
to death yet. A gold ring glittered on
his left, ungloved hand, a twin to the

one on his own. Proof of the promise
he had made.
Adam inhaled sharply and
looked up, his cheeks were red from the
cold and his eyes were puffy from tears,
streaks still marring his face. It was almost as though Adam could sense his
presence, though his gaze never strayed
to the side, it remained fixed on the
headstone in front of him.
“Why?” It was the same question every time, filled with heart break
and pain, Adam’s voice cracked around
the word as though he didn’t truly want
the answer.
He wanted to reach out to
Adam, to try and take away some of the
pain, but he couldn’t. Instead he too
turned his gaze to the headstone.
Here lies Marcus O’Malley, a
loving son, brother, and husband to be.

In loving memory of my late Aunt Andrea
(Right) who lost her battle with Cancer in
2021

Memories of You
I thought I could trust you,
I thought you were the one,
I thought we could be together,

Searching for your next opportunity to
find me,
To have me.

But I was wrong.
Your hands.
I let you in
To my house
To my room
To my mind

The memories of you still haunt me.

Your smile.
So deceivingly charming,
You had the boyish charm my heart
desired.
But your smile was a mask,
A deception I couldn’t see through.

Your hair.
I can’t look at blond hair without thinking of you first.
Afraid you’re lurking,
Waiting,
Watching,

The phantom brush of someone’s hand
makes me recoil.
I don’t like to touch like I used to,
I find solitude in the quiet,
In the solidarity of the earth around me

Memories of you still haunt me.
On bad days they chase me through the
halls of my mind,
Screaming for help, for someone to
listen,
Crying out in pain as I come to terms
with my mistakes.

Because I Love You
“Because I love you”

“Because I love you”

Are the words of a mother,

Are the words of a boy,

spoken to a daughter

spoken to a girl

who does not yet know what love is.

who is desperate to know what love is.

“Because I love you”

“Because I love you”

Is the explanation offered by a mother,

Is the explanation offered by a boy,

to her daughter

to the girl

When asked why she is treated so—

When she asked why he treated her
so—

“Because I love you”

“Because I love you”

Is the excuse given by a mother,
to her daughter.
To justify why she breaks her down
instead of building her up.
“Because I loved you”

Is the excuse of a boy,
to a girl

To justify why he put her in a cage instead of letting her fly free.
“Because I loved you”

Is a scream of a mother,
to her daughter,
as she finally realizes what love is.
“Because I loved you”
Is the cry of a mother,

as she watches her daughter go.

Is the scream of a boy,
to a girl
as she finally realizes what love is.
“Because I loved you”

Is the cry of a boy,
as the girl finally walks out the door.

The daughter who realized what love
truly is.

And the girl who realized this was not
it

Unsolved Mysteries: The Disappearance
of Sabrina Martin
November 20th, 2016

Burke looked back down at
the case file on his desk, the name and
Time: 2:05 am
details tattooed onto his brain so thorLocation: Stony Hedge Police Station
oughly he didn’t need to read the messy
The second hand on the clock scrawl of the police chief.
ticked insistently, tugging the minute
Sabrina Martin.
hand along the clock face slowly. The
Age: 17
station was dark, each desk bathed in
shadow. Folders and files built mounHeight: 5’5
tains across the room, casting dark
Weight: about 125 lb.
shadows in the light of the moon.
Last seen: October 13th, 2015,
The night patrol had half
walking home from school, roughly 3:30pm by
hours ago, dispatch waiting for calls in
a neighbor. Wearing light wash jeans, white
the city adjacent to the small town of
running shoes, and a yellow sweater, victim
Stony Hedge.
appeared calm and was not being followed.
Outside the station an autumn Later spotted (roughly 3:35) entering her resibreeze rushed through the decaying
dence. Parent claim never to had seen her, both
trees, coaxing multicolored leaved to
were at work at the time.
the ground. A lone Oak had stood beBurke scanned the page again,
hind the tiny station for longer than any
but no new information appeared. Both
of the residence of Stony Hedge could
parents had been questions repeatedly
remember. Its leaves falling on the
and neither diverted from their story.
ground below Jordan Burk’s office winSabrina was not at home when the two
dow.
returned from work, and no matter how
Detective Burke rubbed a
hard he pressed no one else would
hand across his face. He’d moved to
come forward with information. Rather
Stony Hedge to spearhead the investiga- they all seemed content to push him out
tion of a missing girl. Prior to the inves- rather than let him help find the town’s
tigation the town hadn’t bother aptoken “Golden Child.”
pointing a detective, with a residence of
Burke was 24, young by detecless than 200 people, there simply was
tive standards. He’s been promoted
no need.
specifically for this job, and he assumed
Until a year ago.
when the case was solved, he’d go back

to his nightly patrols alone the lone
stretch of highway that connected
Stony Hedge to Boston.
He was strikingly average,
with close cropped hair and the remnants of a baby face, he blended in easily with the crowd, how “promotion”
had come as a surprise to both himself
and his girlfriend. To make an inexperienced Boston patrol officer a full-time
detective was unthinkable, especially
when he considered how many others
had been passed up for the job.

Everyone in the town had
shown up for the vigil, signed up to
help with searches, but no one ever
discovered a thing.
There was a knock on the
detective’s door, demanding and loud,
Burke jumped and nearly toppled out
of his chair in fright.

“Yes?” Burke called as calmly
as he could. He was used to people
banging on his office door, the officers
did that a lot throughout the day, but in
the stillness of the night the sound was
The text on the file pages was alarming. His voice shook and his
starting to blur in Burke’s vision as eyes hands started sweating as fear clung to
drooped closed. His back ached from
him. Some cop he was.
bending over the desk for too many
There was no answer, rather,
long hours staring at the same useless
the silence that has once encased the
information.
office fell back slowly, like the leaves
There was nothing here, noth- fluttering outside. Burke was shaking,
ing in the file, the town, in all of the city his heart thundering in his chest, urging
of Boston. He’d scoured the Martin
him to run—
house in hopes of finding a clue, a
The door flew open with so
missing page in a diary, a drop of blood,
much force the knob lodged in the wall
something to go off of. But there was
behind it.
nothing, no evidence, no new leads, no
She emerged from the shadnew information.
ows slowly, calmly. Her blue eyes too
Nothing for over a year.
bright for the darkness surround her,
Sabrina had been a senior, just her skin the same shade of tan he had
a few days shy of her 18th birthday. She seen in the photos her mother had givwasn’t someone who stood out, but she en him for posters. Her hair was darker,
made it through the system well, with
jet back and full of wild curls he didn’t
grades good enough to apply for higher remember from the photos.
ranked colleges. Her mother was promSabrina
inent in the community, enough so that
She was dressed for the
everyone knew who Sabrina was,
whether or not they had spoken to her. weather, black leather jacket and long

black pants. Her combat boots gave her fixated on the details of how she had
a few more inches than necessary. She
gotten the file so fast, how the chair had
was imposing, a personification of the
moved on its own.
darkness behind her.
“I see you interviewed my
She wore no smile on her red parents repeatedly though and searched
tinged lips, didn’t offer any words. She the house. You were definitely close, I
simply stood at the edge of the light as wonder, did you ever think to use lumiDetective Burke tried to calm his racing nol?”
heart.
The question startled Burke.
“You-You’re”
“No,” his voice was small and weak
compared to hers.
“Alive? Hardly.” She deadpanned, obviously not amused by the
“Well, I’ll still give you points.
joke of a boy in front stuttering before How about when we’re done here you
her.
call in a team, say you got an anonymous tip and spray the entire first floor
“B-But you’re-“
with luminol. For now, grab a recorder,
“Yes, I’m standing right here. because I’m going to tell you what really
Can we skip the pleasantries? You’re
happened.”
wasting my time.” The chair in front of
Burke’s desk pulled itself out and Sabrina lounged sideways across it, as though October 15th, 2015
the office belonged to her and not
Time: Unknown
Burke.
Location: Unknown
Feet propped on the desk she
Sabrina woke drenched in a
pushed papers out of the way with her
cold
sweat,
alone, in an unfamiliar—yet
feet, forcing Burke to adjust his files.
comfortable—room. She tried to pry
The File.
her eyes open and sit up, she needed to
know where she was, needed to know
It was no longer on his desk,
rather Sabrina now flipped through the what her mother had done, what she
was planning.
too few pages like it was some child’s
bedtime story.
“Don’t try to move yet.” A
female voice called from the dark. Her
“This is all you have?” She
voice was smooth and pleasant, a melobarked a laugh. “Some bullshit statedy in itself that was so familiar Sabrina
ments from my parents and classswore she knew her. Against the advice
mates?”
of the woman, she sat up slowly and
Burke didn’t respond, he was
tried once again to take in her surround-

ings. She tried to determine where the
voice was coming from, but the world
was too bright and the light—though
dim—made her head nearly split open.
“Who are you?” Sabrina
croaked, her throat raw and mouth dry
as sandpaper. She pressed her fingers
into her temples to try and quell the
pain.
“You can call me Celeste. I’m
not going to hurt you. Please, lie back
down. You are still weak” The voice
replied. Sabrina felt her eyes falling
closed again as an invisible force gently
lowered her onto the cushions.
“Where am I?”
“Safe,” was the only reply.
Sabrina heard the sound of glasses
clinking gently but nothing else gave
away where she was.

the sweet metallic flavor driving life
back into her body.
Sabrina wanted to lap every
last drop, but—with shaking hands—
handed the glass back to Celeste. Memories rushed back all at once. Her mother, the blood, her body lying in the
woods. The memories were sketchy,
too many holes and too much missing
information, but one name stuck.
Celeste.
She met her at an internship
over the summer, an online chat room
later and there were weekends she
snuck away to spend time with her.
Unofficial of course because her mother would kill her.
“How do you feel?’ Celeste
asked, her eyes watching her every
movement. Sabrina had always wonder
about those eyes, too bright to be normal.

Until the smell hit her. It was
intoxicating, warm and metallic with a
slight sweetness behind it. The effect it
“Hungry,” a growl laced Sahad on Sabrina was almost immediate. brina’s words and Celeste smiled them,
She was up and on her feet before any wide and toothy, showing off her elonrational thought could stop her. Luckily gated canines.
a pair of hands did.
“Well then Love,” She stood
“I warned you,” the voice
up from her perch on the bed, tugging
teased, but there was no malice. She
Sabrina along with her, “Let’s go huntsimply helped Sabrina back onto the
ing.”
bed before handing her a glass of the
intoxicating liquid. “Drink this.”
November 20th, 2016
Sabrina took the glass greedily,
Time: 5:27pm
finishing it in only a few gulps. The
liquid was warm and smooth against her Location: North Highway
shredded throat. It warmed her insides,
A year.

A full year and there was still
no sign of her daughter anywhere.

His voice was monotonous as his eyes
remained fixed on the road.

She had planned a memorial
“I know, but what if—”
service. Of course, there was no body,
“Judy, if you are going to insist
but she needed something to get herself
upon a memorial, then stop trying to
and Jack through the grieving process.
convince me you’ve found her body. Sit
She would not spend another day in
down and relax.” He snapped.
that house crying.
She slumped down in her
Judy sat with her gaze only
chair like a child and crossed her arms
half focused on the landscape that
over her chest. Her mind raced a mile a
moved pas them, her thoughts everyminute.
where but on her surroundings. Jack sat
in the driver seat; both were silent. It
had been that way since she had disapIt was well past nine when
peared, no communication, rather Judy Judy finally started to calm down. There
could tell her marriage was coming to
was no way that was Sabrina, she had
an end. Jack was insistent they keep
made sure of that and besides, Jack had
looking, but Judy was ready to move
a point, there were plenty of girls who
on.
looked like her.
She was about to ask him what
Judy was climbing down the
he wanted for dinner, when a figure on stairs to refill her water glass when she
the side of the road caught her attenwas stopped dead in her tracks. The
tion.
glass slipped from her hand and shattered on the kitchen tile.
She sat up, peering through
the window and strretching her head as
far as it would go in hopes of seeing her
again.
“Everything okay?”

Sabrina didn’t flinch.
“S-Sabrina?” Her mother
asked quietly. Slowly she turned around,
the barstool rotating beneath her as she
turned to face her mother.

“Did you see that?!” Judy was
nearly hysterical, practically climbing
“I’m home,” Sabrina replied in
out of her seat to look back at the aban- a tone that was both sweet and menacdoned stretch of highway behind them. ing. Shadows danced around the kitch“It looked just like her!”
en and seemed to wrap around her
“Judy, relax, it was probably a daughter.
kid walking home from school. Lots of
“I have to say, you’ve cleaned
girls in tis town have dark colored hair.” up nicely. I can’t even smell a trace of

the blood that was spilled here,” she
inclined her head, a beast goading her
prey, “and you yourself look perfectly
fine for someone who has just learned
her daughter is back from her
‘vacation’.”
Footsteps creaked on the
loose floorboards upstairs, followed by
a voice, “Judy? Are you coming to
bed?”

“Really?! Do I need to jog
your memory?” She crossed the room
in three easy strides and grabbed Judy
around the neck, pushing her frail body
into the wall.
Does this-“ She squeezed
harder, “ help you remember?”
Her mother clawed at the
hand around her throat, trying in vain
to pull Sabrina off, bu her grip was iron.

“I suggest not getting him
“Sabrina, that’s enough,” a
involved, things may get . . . messy,” her
soft voice scolded from the kitchen,
lips curled around the word in a cruel
though there was no real malice behind
smile.
it.
“Yes! I just need to check an
“No.” Sabrina growled, intent
email from work, Cindy said it was urto kill her mother here and now, to get
gent!” Judy called back, her voice just a
the revenge she do desperately wanted.
note above casual. There was a grunt of
“We came here for one thing,
acknowledgement then the sound of
and one thing only.” A small woman
the bedroom door clicking shut.
appeared at Sabrina’s side, her blond
The barstool creaked as Sabrihair pulled back into loose braids. She
na stood. She looked nothing like the
rested a hand on the arm that held Judy
girl in the photos that littered the walls,
against the wall. “Let her go.”
clad in black pants and a high collar
Sabrina released her mother
jacket. Her combat boots gave her a
few extra inches on her mother, enough and took a ragged breath through her
that Sabrina could look down her nose teeth.
at her. The girl in those photos was
“Sit.” The blond woman gesdead.
tured towards the dinning table as
“I’m amazed the police haven’t tested this room with luminol. It’d
light up like a Christmas Tree.” She
crossed her arms and started daggers at
her mother.

though this was her house, not Judy’s.
She stumbled, coughing and heaving
against the rush of oxygen. A pad of
paper and a pen were waiting for her at
her seat.

“I don’t know what you’re
talking about.”

“You will write out your entire
confession in detail and hand it into the
police, or I will do it myself.” Sabrina

growled, as she flicked on the light.
“I didn’t . . . I don’t . . . I don’t
know what you’re talking about!” Judy
begged.

melted into the shadows, but not before
Judy caught a glimpse of a fanged grin.

Detective Burke sat back in
The blond woman tsked and
his chair astonished. He read the conJudy was finally able to get a good look fession. Once. Twice. Tree times over
at her in the light. She was pale, dressed to ensure he knew the details before he
in a tight-fitting black dress that fell too looked back up at Sabrina.
high for modesty. Her hair was long
“There’s no way you’re—”
and tossed haphazardly over her shoul“Can we please refrain from
ders.
using the words alive or dead. I know
“Don’t spread lies here
what I am, thank you.” She smiled,
ma’am, once we’ve got what we came
pointedly showing off her pointed cafor we’ll be out of your hair. Forever.”
nines.
Judy picked up the pen with
The clock on the wall ticked
shaking hands, her hope was they
towards 5am and Sabrina stood abruptwould leave peacefully. Soon. She wrote
ly.
slowly, deliberately. Recounting every
“I need to leave. You should
detail as Sabrina hovered over her
have all the evidence you need, save for
shoulder, reading every word on the
the body. I do apologize but as you can
page. Her icy breath sent chills down
see, I’m still using it. Maybe in a few
her spine.
hundred years.” She grinned again, this
When she was done Sabrina
time reminding his of pure mischief.
gave her an envelope. She addressed it
“Wait!” He grabbed her arm,
to the only detective in the town before
skin
colder
than ice. “Where will you
sealing it with the letter inside.
go?”
Sabrina plucked it from her
Sabrina looked out into the
hand and walked back to Celeste’s side.
fading darkness outside the detective’s
“Thank you for your cooperaoffice and smiled, a real genuine smile
tion.” Celeste said, her voice calm and
that showed off her youth.
smooth as the surface of a pond at mid“Home.” She whispered and
night. “Now, if you will excuse us, we
vanished.
have some mail to deliver.”
They didn’t use the door. Instead Celeste rested her hand on the
small of Sabrina’s back and the two

The Guardian
She is their guardian.
She stands tall against adversary,
A place of shelter,
Of retreat.

She is their home.
The place they can crawl into to sleep,
A warm bed when they need it,
A strong hug when desired.

She is their protector.
Her sword at the ready
Her shield held high,
Large enough for all to fall behind.

She is the mountain.
Immovable and majestic,
Breathtakingly steep,
Cruel and kind.

She defends her people to the very end.

Jane
“Don’t give me water.
I don’t want attention.
Just leave me alone.”

Tamaki
I’m not dramatic
I am the main character
Would you stop laughing?

Josephine
“I like the sunlight
As it streams in from the outside.
Open a window?”

The Weasleys’
“I feel too crowed”
“I need more room to grow—”
“Dude, stop touching me!”

Fairy Washboard
“I will steal your name,
Because I don’t have my own.
Allie, Gabby, Trey

Stewart/Stewie
“I don’t know my name
And she does not remember.
Stewart or Stewie?”

Amaya
“I’m very strange,
My stripes making me stand out.
They do not like me.”

Rocky
“I will not poke you.
I promise to be careful.
Oh no! I’m sorry!”

The Seasons
The moments before spring
are quiet. The land, still shocked from
the unbearable cold of winter and
smothering snow, silently pleading for
its rebirth.
The moments before Spring
are melancholic. Spring must begin her
ascent to the surface and bring forth
the life that was buried. She holds tight
to her lover, stealing every moment she
can as the earth impatiently awaits her
return.

Reluctantly she rises, her tears
shower the earth as the glances back
one last time for her lover’s face that is
never there.
The land sighs in relief at their
goddess’s return.
The waltz begins abruptly,
cords struck to welcome the goddess
home in a flurry of flower petals and
bright dresses. Nymphs and satyrs rejoice at Spring’s return, throwing parties and dancing across the land.

Her lover strokes her hair,
long and golden as the sun; a sharp
The moments
contrast to his ebony hair, darker than a
winter’s night. He kisses her softly and
before Spring are
she lifts her eyes to study his face, her
melancholic.
bright green eyes shining with tears as
he kisses her once more. He absorbs as
much of her presence as possible,
Flowers sprout where her
greedily stealing every minute he can
tears touch the earth, leeching life back
before he must release her.
into the dead ground and soft green
He kisses her again and a cool grass grows across the barren land,
breeze rushes past them, winter’s final creating a lush dancefloor for the celewarning call.
bration
This is not a goodbye, but it
It never feels like home to
feels like one. He kisses her a final time her, her home lies deep underground,
before nudging her towards the surface, no more a place than the person it reppromises of being united soon drip
resents.
from his tongue like the sweet juices of
She carries a chill with her, a
a pomegranate.
small price to pay for the time spent
Spring emerges slowly, their
with her lover. The land warms, but not
time together is too short, made shorter quite, a silent chill lurks just behind the
by her mother’s insistent clucking.
setting sun. A reminder that winter is
not truly gone.

Spring’s beloved’s visits are
few and far between, but each time she
catches the glint of his piercing blue
eyes in the shadows her face breaks into
a grin wider than the crescent moon.
These nights are colder, as death walks
the earth.
The pair meet on nights similar to these. Cold spring nights where
the land wondered if snow would arrive
the following morning.

Summer arrives like an army,
victorious after the battle. He is always
alone, but his presence is obvious and
demanding. His steps are the lightest
staccato of victory, a slow crescendo as
the victorious return home.
Summer has no companions
besides the Sun. The two converse occasionally, though their respectable
duties require their separation, Summer
mapping the earth and the Sun lighting
and warming the land.

The two dance under the
watchful eye of the moon. He twirls her
Unlike Spring, he never truly
into the light of day where he vanishes, disappears, he simply moves though the
exiled to his kingdom of death and
land in constant pursuit of Winter. An
darkness.
attempt to banish the cold from the
land.
Their waltz is slow. Private. As
life and death dance together.
Spring does not like Summer.
He represents her prolonged separation
from her love., yet she tolerates him.

Summer arrives like
an army, victorious
after the battle.

His visits become fewer and
farther between, before he vanishes
completely, death still banished from
walking the land of the living.
Spring creates flowers in the
clearing where they once danced. A
reminder of their time together, always
fleeting.
She does not cry this time,
instead planting a flower for him with
each step she takes on her solitary trek
through the land.

The two meet in the same
place every year and the same interaction follows:
Spring is seated on the lowest
bough of a willow tree-this tree has
stood, rooted in the same place for so
long no one remembers its youth; she is
where all seasons meet-overhanging a
crystalline lake. Her toes create ripples
on the surface as the breeze dips her
branch at irregular intervals. The air
surrounding her is always perfumed
with the scent of flowers and pomegranates, a scent that seems to follow
the goddess wherever she goes, a reminder of where and to whom she belongs.

No one knows what passes
between the two, but Summer always
offers a gentleman’s bow to Spring,
who returns nothing more than the
barest nod of her head in return.

but a lullaby, sung to children to coax
them into calm nights and sweet
dreams. A song to vanquish the nightmares.

Autumn always
After a considerable length of
arrives slowly. She
time has passed she slips from her
branch and joins Summer on the oppois patient . . .
site shore, an unwilling soldier ready to
follow their commander as he continues
She is tasked with preparing
his march.
the land for Winter, death, and therefore must move quickly for Winter is
Summer is not as gentle as
never patient and always brutal.
Spring, he is an army of heat moving
through the land, though Spring is
Her steps are frantic as she
teaching him to be gentle, it will be
attempts to preserve what she can from
many more milenia before his touch is a the incoming cold. Her touch is a kind
light has hers. The two move through
of gentleness that rivals Springs, but in
the land, Summer in the lead, lengthen- a new way. Hers is a caress, a promise
ing the days, making the green of
everything will be okay.
Spring's grass shine like fields of emerSpring adores Autumn and
alds.
greets her each year at the willow tree
They don't work together,
with a sisterly hug. The two are unmisSummer marches, not quite brutal, but takable themselves, yet are startlingly
certainly not forgiving. He brings
similar. The two walk hand in hand
droughts and oppressive heat, while
through the land as Spring shows AuSprings colors the land with flowers and tumn what she has done.
fruits, crops ripening under Summer’s
Autumn preserves it all,
constant sun.
though she takes special care in the
They perform a dance of their clearing where Life and Death waltz.
own, a militant summer march clashing
Spring adores the way Autumn
with remnants of a spring waltz.
changes the color of her lush green
leaves to various shades of Ruby, Citrine, and Amber.
Autumn always arrives slowly.
She is patient, unlike other seasons, but
Spring’s lover once again rises
does not stall. She sways to the same
to the surface and walks with them
dance as Spring, warm in a way Spring through the night. Autumn whispering
is not. She is an inversion, not a waltz
her lullaby to the living, and Spring

preparing for her journey back under
the ground.
Autumn holds a special resentment towards Spring’s lover. He encourages Winter to encroach upon her
season, forcing her to work faster as the
biting chill settles over the land, though
she does not blame him, she too would
rush a season if it meant seeing her beloved.
Death is kind to Autumn, respectful of her work and careful where
he steps lest he ruin her work. He finds
beauty in her delicate decay of the land,
though he holds a special longing for
his love’s brilliant flowers and lush
green leaves. Green is rare below the
surface.
Spring and her lover dance
slowly in their clearing to Autumn's
lullaby as she continues her preparations for Winter. She has chosen this
year as the year in which he will not
rush her, opting to take her time,
though she feels the pressure of his
incoming presence.

Winter is never
patient and he is
always brutal.

It isn’t until Spring wishes her
well and departs with her lover, that
Autumn begins to worry.

Winter is never patient and he
is always brutal. He arrives early, content in watching Autumn’s vain attempts at preservation from the same
branch Spring meets Summer on.

If Summer is an army, Winter
is the enemy, his approach foreboding
and unstoppable. He is the rising crescendo of the brass as the enemy invades. He is the thundering of drums
that send the allies running.
He barely waits for Autumn to
finish before he tears through the land,
his presence cold, calculating, and cruel.

His presence is overbearing
and unmistakable. He cuts through even
the thickest layers and settles a chill
deep over the land. In constant battle
with Summer’s warmth, he seeks to
banish any remnants of it he can.
He smothers the land in which
Autumn sought to preserve, censoring
the brightly colored leaves with the
blinding light of snow, piled as high as
he desires.

There is a strange beauty to
Winter, amid the cold climate and harsh
As the cold creeps closer and exterior the ubiquity of each flake of
becomes harder to ignore she moves
snow as it falls in a blanket on the
faster, a calm urgency surrounding her ground reveals Winter is not as harsh as
as Winter breathes his icey breath down he tries to be.
her back.
Each snowflake has its own

unique pattern, and billions of them
litter the ground. The satisfying crunch
of a boot on the freshly fallen snow,
oblivious to the damage it has just
caused is unmistakable.

And the cycle
being all over.
Winter is bitter, but he is bitter
because no one ever truly appreciates
his beauty. He resents Spring and Summer because their beauty is what artists
use as inspiration, never mind the
countless hours he spent on his precious snowflakes.
Each icicle is formed with a
specific purpose and a specific beauty
though everyone only assumes danger
when around them.
In retribution he breathes
chills into the air that force everyone
inside. He banishes warmth from the
land and breathes his cold breath down
the back of every human’s back, a
threat.
Winter takes great pride in his
season, preserving it as long as possible,
stealing time from Autumn in the hopes
that one day someone will appreciate it
the way he meant for it to be.
But until then he marches
through the land in pursuit of Summer.

And the cycle begins all over.

Listen to the inspiration behind
this piece here!

The Colors of Us
She was the color Orange,

But now she had stopped trashing,

And I the color Green.

Fighting his every tug
She let the noose tighten

Her harsh edges, emotions,

As he pulled her back to his side.

Her burning ambition in perfect contrast with—

Her light is dimmed now,

My smooth surface, calming tides,
And flower filled fields.

But he was the color red.
The color of hurt and love
So mixed you could not tell where one
ended
And the other began.

She trashed against the leash
He put her on,
Cried into my shoulder
As the darkness stretched on and on.

I held her hand in the shadows,
Glowing brightly from her flame.
We were the picture of tranquility
In a sea of turbulent waves.

I sang her song—

Barely even a flicker.
Like a candle guttering in the wind,
Only this time—

My light has dimmed now too,
The fields falling dead.
For the land needs the Orange sun,

To grow, to thrive, to carry on—

Her light gutters out,
Overpowered by the red.
As she stand beside him:
Silent, obedient, and nearly dead.

I didn’t cheat on you.
I never loved you.
I shouldn’t have listened to him.
Pain never looks the same.

I’d rather be surrounded by the painful truth,
Than surrounded by meaningless lies.

I think there is something wrong with me
When his lips touched mine,
I tried to recoil—
But society held me in place
You have to like this
I told myself
Begged for that to be the case
When his lips touch mine
The second time,
Maybe it’s not me
But society
Who think I must fit into this mold.

I am pink and blue and purple,
My ideas are my own
But I am not alone
I’m more than shades of grey, more than the
expectations you have for me.
I stand with a rainbow army.

I reached for the stars
and found that they aren’t that far away.

Constellations
Diana remembered a time
the lines that connected everything.
when she would sneak away to watch
Solitary dots turned into a symphony of
the stars. Each night she embarked on colors the longer she looked.
her silent quest to the roof where she
Red
would lay quietly for hours mapping the
Blue
constellations.
Hercules

Yellow

Perseus

White

Orion
She centered herself on the
North star, the one fixed point in her
life. No matter how the darkness tried
to close in, it remained stubbornly
bright, stubbornly shining in the same
place each night, day after day, year
after year.
She found that point now,
slightly higher than normal. She tilted
her head back and it came into focus.
Sagittarius
Cancer
Gemini
She recited them now, her
eyes tracing the same pattern from her
youth. It had always been her escape,
escape from a world where everything
seemed to be against her, where she was
beaten down for her femininity.

Her mother said each had
meaning, though now she could not
remember.
She found the lines that connected the stars again, reciting the constellations again and again, her lips
moving just barely, a whisper in the
night.
Ursa Major
Minor
Ares
A breeze blew through the
clearing and she closed her eyes. The
grass around her swayed, tickling her
bare arms and legs, lifting the smell of
wildflowers and bonfires. She relished
in the coolness of the night, of the calm
breeze as it caressed her face and sang
its lovely song.

“Diana Grey, you stand before
us to answer for the crimes you have
Her mother always said the
committed against the people of this
freckles on her face reminded her of the
town on the 17th of October. You have
stars. She taught Diana to read the night
been accused of practicing witchcraft
sky like an open book, to look between
and you shall answer for your crimes by
the space separating the stars and see

burning at the stake, may you return to
the hands of the Devil, if he shall have
you.” An old male voice rang out into
the night.
But Diana wasn’t there. She
was not bound to the corpse of a large
tree, arms bound tightly behind her,
ropes biting into her arms and legs,
there was no one piling wood under her
feet. There was only the sky, so blue it
turned black, so full of stars there was
almost no need for the sun, a breeze so
calming she could fall asleep to its lullaby, and grass so soft she had no need
for a bed.
She recited the constellations
again and again:
Scorpius

Hydra
Draco
Her eyelids erupted in reds
and oranges and yellows, the same colors she had admired in the stars, the
same colors her mother had taught her
to see.
She opened her eyes and faced
the crowd, her face calm and serene. A
flash of white caught her attention as it
streaked through the crowd. A dark
hood was pulled over it as the figure
fled into the woods and Diana sighed in
relief.
She would be safe, that was all
that mattered.
She met the eyes of the old
man, the one who had become judge,

jury, and executioner in her trial. His
eyes glittered black in the fire light,
smoldering with vengeance as they had
when he burned her mother too many
years ago. It was a shame he hadn’t
caught her sooner, a shame she wouldn’t be around longer to watch his body
fall apart as the curse she had placed on
him worked through his body.
She didn’t cry as the flames
licked at her skin, as it caught in her
clothes and rose up her body. The wind
had mercy on her, blowing the smoke
away from her face and kept it from her
lungs.
She kept her eyes locked in the
old man as she burned. Watched as the
vengeance in his burned eyes turned to
fear.
Her clothes would burn, but
her body would not.

What’s in a Name

I never hated the name my mother gave ground,
me,
the source of our life and the place we
But I found it hard to love the body.
will return to,

My name was coaxed from the graves
of revolutionaries,

Brown like the darkest chocolate, sweet
and bitter a cacophony of sensations,

A color so unique and all encompassing
that no one writes poems because no
Borrowed and passed down from wompoem could do it justice.
en who didn't know freedom the way I
do;
It was something more precious than an No one write poems about the girls
heirloom, more unique than a prized
with Unruly Brown Hair.
collection,
It's messy, unprofessional, childish;
I was an original.
Best if it's out of the way, pulled back
and hidden.

But I found it hard to love my body,

No one writes poems about Brown
Eyes.

No one writes poems about the girls
with Unruly Brown Hair.
But Unruly doesn't mean unkempt,

The color of dirt, and mud, and grime,

Unruly to curly to beautiful,

everyone else avoids it like they avoid
the blackened snow in winter,

Brown not like mud, but an inverse
rainbow,

yet I'm stuck.

Strands of dark and light blending together with all the shades in between.

No one writes poems about the girls
with Brown Eyes.
But Brown Eyes are the most beautiful;
rich and dark, they hold secrets and
mysteriesborn from the same inspiration of the

No one writes poems about the girls
with Crooked Noses.
We stare in mirrors and pride at ourselves,
comparing it to witches and barbarians.

No one writes poems about girls with
Crooked Noses.
But the crooked noses remind us of our
grandmothers,
The witches who didn't burn,
Their resilience passed down through
generations,
A gift written out on our face.

I never hated the name my mother gave
me,
But I had to learn to love the body she
built for me;
A body of dark features and light skin, a
contrast deep enough for a girl who
contrasts the world.

Beating Hearts
She was cold. Her body wracked with
shivers as she huddled against the wall
of her cage. She knew nothing but the
drip, drip, dripping of the water—
echoing from somewhere in the darkness.

There was the sound of the
door opening. Hinges screaming in
protest, in warning and she was on her
feet, back pressed hard against the wall
as she balled her fists in what was left of
her shirt—

And the cold. The brutal, unyielding cold that shoved its jagged fingers under her skin and gripped at her
core. Daggers piercing her heart, threatening to crack her chest in two. Each
breath painful as the shards lodged
themselves in her throat.

The shadows, the shadows,
the shadows. Her only refuge as she
tried to melt into them. Dirty and cold
she was just like the walls that held her,
standing solemn in the darkness. She
became one with her cage, a beaten
broken shell that had nothing more to
give than the life she stubbornly held on
to, the life she was ready now to give up
too.

She knew the drugs were
wearing off now. Her heartbeat quickened to the pace of a jack rabbit as it
realized the danger that surrounded her.
It pounded against her ribcage threatening to burst through her, breaths to
shallow as panic gripped her every cell,
her eyes darting, searching, scanning for
the next threat, the next attack, as her
body prepared for the fight.
It had been long, too long
spent down here in this cold hell, the
damp and panic seeping deep into her
bones, becoming an entity all in themselves. Knees drawn to chest, her eyes
had long since run out of tears.
She was supposed to be
strong, to lead them all to safety but
instead she was stuck in this cage, no
escape as they drugged her, forced her
into calm and compliance as they broke
her again and again and again.

“Andie?” A name spoken
from a life lived long ago, the rounded
vowels of familiarity, her heart crept
into her throat as the voice wrapped
around her like a blanket, soft and comforting, a caress against her cheek. The
briefest moment of serenity.
The drugs did things to her
mind, made voices appear and images
of the past dance through her head. It
hurt too much to carry on. She closed
her eyes against the voice, against the
sound of rounded vowels and warmth
and comfort; closed her eyes against a
life she promised herself she would
never think of again, promised herself
there would be no more pain if she
could just drown it out.
The cold was the only con-

stant. The only truth in this place of
Her name was a reminder of who she
darkness, because the cold could not lie. was before this, a soldier, a lover, a sisIt’s fingers digging into her skin, her
ter and that was all she needed.
heart reminded her of the pain of being
Her body relaxed, for the first
alive.
time in what could have been years she
But the keys were jingling, and took a deep and lingering breath. No
she knew, she knew she was being sum- longer was she the caged animal, but a
moned, that they had taken her and that Phoenix, burst into flames to be reborn
she was to watch her die like she did in again, somewhere green and bright.
her dreams, over and over and over
She could feel the ghost of
again until her screams drowned out the
their touch, a hand on her chin, gripmemories of warmth, replaced only
ping her skin and driving away the dagwith the coldness of her flesh.
gers of ice. Their voices surrounded her
“Andie!” The voice called
in the darkness, wrapping her in a blanagain, this time closer and darker. Rich ket of comfort as she finally let herself
like chocolate, and sturdy as a tree and go.
she knew, she knew it was him, that
Sometimes you must lose a
they had him too and that this was the
battle, to win the war.
end of their ragtag group, and she was
to watch the end before succumbing to
an eternity of guilt and pain.
The elevator moved slowly as
it crawled up each floor of the too clean
“Andie, it’s us!” Her body
trembled in desperation, the desire for it hospital. The stopping and starting at
each floor drove her heart into a tizzy,
to be true, but she knew it was not.
her stomach bottoming out at each
Knew there was no way they would
ever find her, not unless they too were stop.
found.
It had been days, days of her
alone in that room where the only
Shouts were growing louder.
Her name, the sound of banging on the proof Andie was alive was in the steady
bars of each cell, of each prison and she beating of the monitor they had
strapped to her chest. The rhythmic
knew they were not coming but they
beep beep beep beep beep had finally
were so close. The adrenaline left her,
driven Nadia from the room and her
her mind realizing there was no threat
commanding officer offered her back to
just memories as the cell door wailed
open. She slumped against the wall, legs work. Smaller mission, keeping her unspread in front of her because the cold der a watchful eye.
had gone and suddenly the cold was not
The doors finally pinged open
a truth, and she couldn’t explain why.

on the seventh floor; the lights dimmed
She could take a seat out here,
as though the floor carried on in eternal wait for a report from the nurses, denight. It was suffocating and Nadia
cide whether it was safe to go in or—
wanted to run around and go back into
“Nadia?” It was a broken
the sun and just stand where she knew
voice, rubbed raw from months of
Andie was okay but—
chaffing against her captures, months of
The hallway was short, but her dehydration and sedation to keep her
steps faltered. She had gotten the call
alive, broken, yet familiar.
less than an hour ago and nearly killed
Nadia pushed the door open
her commander on her way here. Eveand the girl on the edge of the bed
ryone had tried to stop her, to remind
frowned. “I told you not to come back
her that they were soldiers, expendable,
for me” And suddenly she was crying
which going back meant risking the
and racing towards the last broken piece
security of everything they had built.
of the woman she had known before
“Think of your daughter” They
this whole mess, the woman she had
had told her, but her daughter needed
made a promise to protect and had
her mother, needed them both and she broken it so severely she felt unworthy
would not leave Andie behind, no mat- of the ring on her finger, the woman
ter if it killed her.
she had spent months tracking down,
months planning to rescue and now—
But she stood frozen now, her
mind too focused on the shell they had
There were no words
found in the cell to allow her to hope
No “I’m sorry” could fix this
for something better. She knew rest
mess so instead she just held on to her,
would not cure everything, knew whattwo figures alone in the dark clutching
ever recovery there was would be long
at the broken pieces of each other,
and hard but she wanted it, wanted to
searching for the familiarity in eyes that
be there and help her.
had long since changed—
The door was ajar, halfway,
Two hearts, finally, beating in tandem
enough for her to peek inside and see
again.
the girl sitting on the side of the bed.
Her hospital gown loose and dull, hair
limp against the sides of her face as the
nurse took her blood pressure and another wrote down notes on a chart. A
half-eaten tray of food sat beside the
bed and a breath whooshed out of her
as relief flooded her system.

Your dress glitters in the light,
My heart gutters.

Twin flames dancing on the same candle,
You let go as you twirl

Your spin,
Forever frozen in my memory.

Forgettable
Not suicidal

Her smile can brighten a room

Just in denial

Her energy clears the gloom

That no one would notice
If she disappeared for a while

Those with patience
know her to be gracious

Gone for weeks

a generous hand

No body peeks

always understands

in to see if she is okay

the need for silence
at a loss of guidance

Here for days
and nobody says

Maybe forgettable

"Hello, how are you today?"

but not unreliable

Dismissed

She will be there

Not dismayed

until, to her despair

she works alone

she is replaceable

Not far is she blown

but not breakable

from her goals

buried deep in her soul

forgettable
but not,

Forgotten

unreliable

but not forgettable

unlovable

regrettable

or

her life seems unmeaningful

breakable

But she is wonderful

replaceable

She is resigned, no fates ever entwined
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